Illinois Novice Tournament 2002 – Round 10
Packet by Chicago The Anomie (Martin Devecka, Chad Gerson, Geoff Thompson, Ben Wood), with help from Susan Ferrari and Peter Onyisi

Tossups

1. After the central contest of this movie concludes, the victor, played by Bengt Ekerot, dances away with his followers. The actor Jof and his wife Mia survive, but the atheist Raval and the blacksmith are not as fortunate, as the plague ravages the countryside. Max von Sydow portrays the crusader knight Antonius Block who challenges Death to a game of chess in, FTP, what Ingmar Berman film with a title from the Book of Revelation?

Answer: The Seventh Seal or Det sjunde inseglet

2. This novel reflects the themes present in its author’s essay A Room of One’s Own. The protagonist is first encountered in the attic of his family’s mansion, playing piñata with the desiccated head of a Moor. He goes on to live through the reign of Elizabeth I, the freezing of the river Thames, and a supernatural sex-change into a poet based on Victoria Sackville-West. FTP, name this title character of a Virginia Woolf novel, who finishes the book as a she.

Answer: Orlando

3. The mutagen ethylmethane sulfonate uses this reaction to alter base pairing in DNA, as do some chemotherapies. In this nucleophilic substitution reaction, a group consisting of an alkane minus a hydrogen is added to a compound. FTP, identify this chemical reaction, one example of which is the Friedel-Crafts process.

Answer: Alkylation

4. In 2002, Oklahomans voted to outlaw this practice which opponents of the ballot measure claimed adds $100 million annually to the state’s economy. Now legal in only Louisiana and New Mexico, it has historically been a target of animal activists. FTP, which dueling-style diversion nearly saw Seinfeld's Kramer pecked to death?

Answer: Cockfighting

5. Carl Meinhof constructed an ancestral form of this group of languages and Malcolm Guthrie divided it into eastern and western branches. Most members employ a tonal system, and a distinguishing feature of this group is an extensive system of noun class systems, which are usually denoted by prefixes. Several members of it have borrowed click sounds from the Khoisan languages. FTP, what is this largest subgroup of the Niger-Congo languages, which includes Xhosa, Zulu and Swahili?

Answer: Bantu

6. George Cabot, a member of the Essex Junto, presided over this meeting attended by twenty-six delegates. Adopting a strong states’ rights position, it passed resolutions against military conscription and the commercial regulations of the Madison administration that were crippling New England. It was rendered ineffective, however, by its secrecy and the conclusion of the War of 1812. FTP, identify this convention whose failure discredited the Federalist Party and which was held in the capital of Connecticut.

Answer: Hartford Convention

7. William Connor denounced this author for five broadcasts he made in 1941 while in a German prison camp. The lasting resentment for this in his native Britain caused him to assume American citizenship in 1955. A master of the farce, his most popular characters first appeared in 1917 in The Man with Two Left Feet, and although stories containing them were written as late as 1971 they were always set in the late Edwardian period. FTP, who was this creator of Bertie Wooster and his manservant Jeeves?

Answer: Pelham Grenville Wodehouse

8. This moon god is supposed to have healed the eye of Horus after he was wounded by Seth. The center of his cult was the town of Khmunu; the Greek name for the town, Hermopolis, reflects their identification of him with one of their own gods. He served as the scribe when a person stood in judgement in the Hall of Truth. His sacred animals were the baboon and the ibis, and in art he was usually depicted as a man with an ibis head. FTP, name this Egyptian god of learning and writing.

Answer: Thoth or Djhuty

9. About 3 out of every 1000 children are diagnosed with this syndrome, which occurs more commonly in Native Americans because of an enzyme deficiency. Children affected by this disorder are prone to a spectrum of kidney problems that may include horseshoe kidneys and lethal renal aplasia, but the most important diagnostic criteria are low birth weight and mental retardation. FTP, identify this syndrome in which birth defects arise from boozing it up while pregnant.

Answer: Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

10. You would win a red lantern if you were the last competitor to cross the Burled Arch. A twenty-four hour stop must be taken, and the event has detailed rules about necropsies should they be needed. You can start with a team of up to sixteen, and at least five must cross the finish line at Nome. FTP, name this “Last Great Race,” which can take up to four weeks to complete and features dogsleds in Alaska.

Answer: the Iditarod

11. Among this artist’s favorite subjects was death, which he sometimes eroticized, as in Death and the Maiden.  The death of his own sister, as depicted in Death in the Sickroom, is entirely solemn even though it is rendered in the expressionist style this artist pioneered. His most famous work is rendered in the same style, though its subject is decidedly different: a man standing on a bridge, his whole body twisted in a cry of existential anguish.  FTP, name this painter of The Scream.

Answer: Edvard Munch

12. Its chorus is a troop of Salaminian sailors. In the second half of the play, Teucer on the one hand and Menelaus and Agamemnon on the other argue as to whether the title character will be buried. When the madness of the title character ends, he discovers that, confused by Athena, he has been killing animals and not the Greek nobility after all.  FTP, name this Sophocles play, in which the loser of the competition for Achilles' armor goes insane and commits suicide.

Answer: Ajax

13. For a Euclidean plane the length of routes composed of orthogonal segments is given by the taxicab one of these. A non-negative function of two arguments, it obeys the triangle inequality, is symmetric, and evaluates to zero when its arguments are identical. Simply stated, this function describes the distance between neighboring points within a given set. FTP, what is this word, which also is the common name for the SI system of measurement?

Answer: Metric

14. Its name was first mentioned in 843 when Charles the Bald granted it to his faithful count Snuifred of Urgell. It is home to Coma Pedrosa and the largest skiable area in the Pyrenees. This country's first written constitution was passed in 1993, and was written in Catalan, its official language. FTP, identify this tiny principality nestled between France and Spain.

Answer: Andorra

15. W.B. Yeats supposedly fell asleep while reading this work and awoke inspired to write “The Lake Isle of Innisfree.” It concludes, “The light which puts out our eyes is darkness to us. Only that day dawns to which we are awake. There is more day to dawn. The sun is but a morning star.” Sections of it include Solitude, Economy, and Where I Lived & What I Lived For. FTP, name this Transcendalist reflection on life in the woods written by Henry David Thoreau.

Answer: Walden, or Life in the Woods

16. The floating plants in Venus' atmosphere occasionally rain down spores, to which some are allergic. Meteor impacts on Earth are a daily occurrence, thanks to the “Gate Incident,” in which a large fraction of the moon was blown up; most people have moved to Mars as a result. The data dog Ein, along with Edward, Faye, Jet, and Spike, are Solar System-roaming bounty hunters in, FTP, what Western-tinged animé series?

Answer: Cowboy Bebop

17. In this Platonic dialogue, Socrates speaks the line: “Crito, we ought to sacrifice a 
cock to Asclepius.” Odd words, considering that the dialogue deals primarily with death and immortality. In it, Socrates attempts to convince his colleagues that the soul can exist independent of the body, and that philosophy prepares one for death.  FTP, name this dialogue in which Socrates himself dies.

Answer: Phaedo

18. Though his twenty-three year reign brought little new territory under the control of the caliphate, this fifth Abbasid caliph kept the lands of Islam free from civil strife. He appointed the legalist Abu-Yusuf to the highest judgeship in the land, and employed the Barmakid viziers Ja’far and al-Fadl to manage the everyday affairs of state. All this is recounted in A Thousand and One Arabian Nights which, FTP, memorializes what man as ruling over the golden age of Islam?

Answer: Haroun al-Rashid

19. The first of Hilbert's problems, Kurt Gödel proved that it was not contradictory to add it to Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, but twenty-three years later Paul Cohen showed that its negation could be added to set theory without a contradiction as well, therefore rendering it undecidable. FTP, name this hypothesis posited by Georg Cantor in which there is no infinite set with a cardinal number between that of the set of integers and the set of real numbers. 
 
Answer: Continuum Hypothesis

20. His clubfoot kept him out of WWI, during which he attended the University of Heidelberg. He joined the Nazi Party in 1924, would later go on to conceive Kristallnacht. In 1945, he killed himself to avoid assuming the leadership of the Nazi party as specified in Hitler’s will. FTP, name this prominent Nazi, who has been called the “Father of Modern Propaganda.”

Answer: Josef Goebbels

21. Its name comes from a Portuguese word for “shrimp.” It was at one point a German colony, but ultimately it was from the French that this country gained its independence. It is the eastern of the two countries that dispute the Bakassi peninsula. Its highest point is also the highest point in Western Africa. FTP, name this country with capital at Yaoundé.

Answer: The Republic of Cameroon


Bonuses

1. Name the instrument most-associated with these classical music figures FTPE.

A. Itzhak Perlman

Answer: Violin

B. Mstislav Rostropovich

Answer: Cello

C. Glenn Gould

Answer: Piano


2. Answer these questions about an ancient Mediterranean civilization FTPE.

A. This ancient Cretan civilization discovered by Arthur Evans in 1899 featured a re-distributive economy centered around palaces.

Answer: Minoan

B. This largest of the Minoan palaces was the site unearthed by Evans.

Answer: Knossos

C. This early Minoan script, first seen circa 1800 BC, remains largely undeciphered.  Its signs probably represented individual syllables.

Answer: Linear A


3. Answer these questions on monetary policy, FTPE.

A. This is the interest rate at which a central bank lends to commercial banks.

Answer: Discount rate

B. Because it is impossible to set nominal interest rates below zero, central banks fear 
this phenomenon, as it forces real interest rates always to be positive.

Answer: Deflation

C. The Fed's chief tool for regulating the money supply, this set of actions involves buying and selling government securities.

Answer: Open market operations (prompt on OMO)


4. Identify these different categories of stars, FTPE.

A. These are the stars that are primarily hydrogen burning. This is the longest stage in a star's life in which fusion occurs.

Answer: Main sequence

B. Henrietta Leavitt discovered the period-luminosity relationship for this class of stars, which are used to measure distances to nearby galaxies.

Answer: Cepheids

C. The members of this broad group are the old stars of the galactic core and halo, as opposed to those of the disk.  They are characteristically metal-poor and thought to have formed soon after the Big Bang.

Answer: Population II


5. Identify these works in Old English FTPE.

A. A single manuscript, Cotton Vitellius A XV, preserves this heroic poem about a Geat warrior who combats the monster Grendel.

Answer: Beowulf

B. King Alfred the Great produced a translation of this primary work of Boethius.

Answer: The Consolation of Philosophy

C. This manuscript contains, among other things, elegies, religious poems, and numerous riddles, some of a rather obsene nature.

Answer: Exeter Book


6. Answer the following questions about the illegal diamond trade, FTPE.

A. Which cartel, which controls 60% of the world’s diamond trade, now claims that none of its diamonds come from war zones?

Answer: De Beers

B. The Belgian authorities have been accused of turning a blind eye to activities in this city, the world center of the diamond cutting industry.

Answer: Antwerp

C. The council identified the rebel group UNITA as the biggest seller of illegal diamonds.  In which country is UNITA based? 

Answer: Angola


7. Answer these questions about the Koran, FTPE.

A. What is the name for the chapters of the Koran, which are of greatly varying length, and are named after a significant word in the chapter?

Answer: Suras

B. How many suras are there in the Koran?

Answer: 114

C. What is the name of the first Sura following the exordium?

Answer: The Cow or Al-baqarah


8. Name these properties of functions FTPE.

A. A function is called this if every point in its image occurs at exactly one value in 
the domain.

Answer: Injective or one-to-one

B. A function is called this if there is a fixed constant C such that f of a point x is equal to f of x plus C.

Answer: Periodic

C. A function is called this if, at a point x sub naught, f of x sub naught is defined so that x sub naught is in the domain of f and if the limit of f of x as x approaches x sub naught equals f of x sub naught. 

Answer: Continuous


9. Answer these questions about the career of former CIA director Allen Dulles, FTPE.

A. Under Dulles the CIA successfully engineered the overthrow of Jacobo Arbenz, the president of what country, in 1954?

Answer: Guatamala

B. Using some super-secret spy strategy, Dulles’ CIA obtained a copy of what world leader’s secret speech denouncing Josef Stalin?

Answer: Nikita Khrushchev

C. Dulles resigned as director of the CIA as an immediate result of what failed mission?

Answer: The Bay of Pigs invasion


10. Identify the following classics of children’s literature FTPE.

A. In this Norton Juster work, Milo passes through the title object into a world populated by a clock-bodied dog named Tock, the Humbug, and Officer Short Shrift.

Answer: The Phantom Tollbooth

B. Turtle Wexler is the only character astute enough among the heirs to unravel the title puzzle in this Ellen Raskin novel.

Answer: The Westing Game

C. The title object in this Madeleine L’Engle is a tesseract that allows Meg Murray to search for her missing father in the world of Camazotz.

Answer: A Wrinkle in Time


11. Name the lowest points of the following places, 5-5-10-10.

A. California

Answer: Death Valley

B. The Pacific Ocean

Answer: Mariana Trench

C. Egypt

Answer: Qattara Depression

D. China

Answer: Turfan Depression


12. Name the popular musician, 30-20-10.

A. His backing band was called Triple Threat until his vocalist left.

B. In 1982 he and his band played at the Montreux Festival and were "discovered" by David Bowie and later played on his album, Let's Dance.

C. After the release of his first album, Texas Flood, with his band, Double Trouble, he won Guitar Player's "Best Electric Blues Guitarist" award every year until his death in a helicopter accident.

 Answer: Stevie Ray Vaughan


13. Identify these participants in the Wars of the Roses, FTPE.

A. This last Yorkist claimant to the throne was killed at the battle of Bosworth Field in 1485, bringing the wars to a close.

Answer: Richard III

B. This queen of Henry VI was a leader of the Lancastrians.

Answer: Margaret of Anjou

C. Known as “the Kingmaker,” he first deposed Henry VI in favor of Richard of York, then later deposed York's son, Edward IV, in favor of Henry VI.

Answer: Richard Neville, earl of Warwick (accept either)


14. FTPE, identify the element from a description of some allotropes.

A. The three major types of allotropes of this element are black, red, and white.  White is poisonous, highly reactive, and prone to spontaneous combustion; red is used in safety matches.

Answer: Phosphorus

B. The allotropes of this element that are stable at atmospheric pressure are the orthorhombic and monoclinic allotropes, which are composed of eight-atom rings.

Answer: Sulfur

C. This metal has two allotropes, white and grey. The white form turns into the grey form, a powder, in sub-zero temperatures.

Answer: Tin


15. FTPE, give the name given by linguists to these different classes of verbs.

A. Verbs such as “sleep” and “die” that cannot take a direct object.

Answer: Intransitive verbs

B. Verbs such as “do”, “be”, and “have” that are used to emphasize, clarify, or specify the time of other verbs.

Answer: Auxiliary verbs

C. Verbs such as “could”, “should”, “might”, and “must” that indicate necessity, ability, or expectation.

Answer: Modal verb (also accept modal auxiliary)


16. Answer these questions about Greek statuary FTPE.

A. This pose, which was first used in the fifth century BC, gives the impression that the statue is putting most of its weight on one leg or the other, and results in the sculpture’s having a slight s-curve to it.

Answer: Contrapposto

B. This Myron statue advances the impression of movement well beyond contrapposto to depict an athlete coiled in action.

Answer: Discobolus or the Discus Thrower 

C. The Roman marble copy of this Greek statue was situated in the Vatican courtyard for which it is named. Depicting a god wearing a diadem, Leochares is believed to have sculpted the original.

Answer: The Apollo Belvedere


17. Name these authors who wrote in Portuguese FTPE..

A. This author of Blindness and The Stone Raft is the only Portuguese ever to have won the Nobel Prize in literature.

Answer: Jose Saramago

B. He was related by marriage to Vasco da Gama. His Luciads, perhaps one of the most nationalistic poems ever written, are now considered the national epic of Portugal.	

Answer: Luis Vaz de Camões (accept Camoens)

C. This Brazilian author produced works such as Gabriela, Clove, and Cinnamon and Dona Flores and Her Two Husbands.

Answer: Jorge Amado


18. Answer the following about cancer FTPE.

A. Thought to be responsible for most cases of cervical cancer, this virus also causes genital warts.

Answer:  HPV or human papillomavirus

B. This rare cancer primarily occurs in people with AIDS, and is characterized by lesions in the skin and mucous membranes.

Answer: Kaposi's sarcoma

C. Usually originating in the abdomen, this tumor is derived from nerve tissue.  It usually occurs in children under the age of five, and it is prone to spontaneous regression.

Answer: Neuroblastoma


19. Identify these 19th century American railroad tycoons FTPE.

A. This man at various points controlled the Union Pacific, Western Union, and the Manhattan elevated railways. He attempted to corner the gold market in 1869.

Answer: Jay (Jason) Gould

B. This man consolidated the New York and Harlem, Hudson River, New York Central, and Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroads in order to provide service between New York and Chicago. He also initiated the construction of Grand Central Terminal.

Answer: Cornelius Vanderbilt

C. This governor and later senator from California founded both the Central Pacific Railroad and a university bearing his name.

Answer: Leland Stanford


20. For five points per answer and a five point bonus for all five, name the five African nations which sit on the Tropic of Capricorn.

Answers: Namibia, Botswana, South Africa, Mozambique, Madagascar


21. Mmm, calculus and classical mechanics. Identify the following quantities FTPE.

A. This is the derivative of momentum with respect to time.

Answer: Force

B. This is a definite integral of force with respect to time.

Answer: Impulse

C. This is the definite integral of the Lagrangian with respect to time.

Answer: Action



